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This article reviews the biblical doctrine of common grace and evaluates the
consistency of competitive free markets with that doctrine. Common grace helps
explain much of the good found in a fallen world, while also providing an explanation for why fallen men do not act worse than they do. Competition is seen as
a form of God’s common grace because it provides the institutional incentives to
constrain market participants from predation and exploitation, while encouraging
social cooperation and mutually beneficial exchange.
How can it be that institutions that serve the common welfare and are
extremely significant for its development come into being without a
common will directed towards establishing them?1
— Carl Menger
How shall we solve the problem of the bad which the Bible ascribes
to unregenerate men and those “excellent” deeds performed by these
same unregenerate and pagan men? And we cannot say of these
excellent deeds that they are splendid vices. We cannot call them the
products of sin. Sin will not produce such good results.2
— H. Henry Meeter
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Introduction
In The Fatal Conceit, F. A. Hayek defends free markets against the errors of
socialism by lauding the free market’s evolutionary process, which leads to an
extended order. For Hayek, the leap of extending the gains from trade beyond
narrow social groupings (such as the family or tribe) to those we do not know—
and may not even like—requires submission to abstract rules, conventions,
and evolved morality.3 Hayek argues that the evolutionary process of trial and
error has resulted in a system of morality that includes knowledge and wisdom
“incomparably more complex than what any individual mind can command,”
and requires “many differing individuals to absorb … it.”4 Following Adam
Smith, Hayek argues that with an extended order, “unintended consequences are
paramount: a distribution of resources is effected by an impersonal process in
which individuals, acting for their own ends, literally do not and cannot know
what will be the net result of their interactions.”5 If individuals cannot see the
effects of their specific actions, it is impossible to apply a moral calculus to their
actions; we are left to follow abstract rules and conventions. But is there stronger
support for the morality of competitive markets?
In Hayek’s classic “Competition as a Discovery Procedure,” he argued that
the way economists commonly think of competition fundamentally misunderstands its essential function. Rather than the textbook definition of perfect
competition—where markets assume given knowledge and optimally allocate
resources—competition serves to discover hitherto unknown and unavailable
knowledge (tastes and preferences, best production technique, relative scarcities, and so on).6 For Hayek, the market is a process—a process of knowledge
discovery. Yet competition serves broader purposes than simply as an economic
system to allocate scarce resources—the competitive market system can also be
shown to be an institution of God’s common grace. In this article, I will argue
that competition as exemplified in free markets is consistent with the Christian
doctrine of common grace: first by reviewing that doctrine, then, following
Berkhof’s taxonomy, by describing how markets manifest common grace.7

Common Grace
The eyes of all look to You,
And You give them their food in due time.
You open Your hand
And satisfy the desire of every living thing.
— Psalm 145:15–16
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A major stumbling block for many in deciding whether to embrace a belief
in God is the problem of evil in the world. Why would a supposedly loving God
allow bad things to happen to so-called good people? Yet theologians often question the opposite problem: Why do good things happen to bad (fallen) people?
For those believing in original sin and the holiness and righteousness of God,
the amazing conundrum is not whether bad things happen to good people (there
are no good people; see Mark 10:18), but rather why does rebellious humanity—with no right to anything except condemnation—receive so many blessings
in life? Why in a cursed world, is a thorn bush yet full of roses? Common grace
helps answer these questions.
The concept of a nonsaving grace can be found at least as far back as Augustine.
While not calling it common grace, Augustine nevertheless identified a grace
that allows humanity to live. Calvin more formally developed the doctrine,
although he likewise cannot be credited with the term that was adopted by later
Reformed theologians, particularly the Dutch theologian Abraham Kuyper.8 By
recognizing the routine blessings in life as part of God’s grace, Calvin was able
to include all of life as governed by the divine will.9 Common grace provided
Calvin an explanation for the positive works of totally depraved men and women
and avoided deprecating gifts of God to unbelievers.10 While common grace was
distinct from particular grace that saves, the Reformers did not see the differing
manifestations of grace as emanating from two different graces of God; rather,
God’s singular attribute of grace manifests itself in different ways for different
purposes.11
What, then, is common grace? The answer is implicit in its name. This
grace is common; it is available to all, to God’s elect as well as to the nonelect.
Furthermore, what is common is God’s grace: blessings that are unmerited and
sovereignly bestowed by God. Common grace, therefore, is the general favor of
God that accrues to humanity in any manner of unmerited blessings. It explains
why rain falls on the just, as well as the unjust (Matt. 5:45). It explains why
nonbelievers, who are hostile to God and unable to obey him (Rom. 8:7–8), are
nevertheless able to do great things that benefit all mankind. In other words, common grace is behind every good and perfect gift that is from the Father (James
1:17)—every good thing that none of us deserve. As Tim Keller says, “every
act of goodness, wisdom, justice, and beauty—no matter who does it—is being
enabled by God. It is a gift, and therefore some form of grace.”12
Common grace has been most embraced by Reformed theologians because it
fits well with their focus on God’s sovereignty.13 For the Reformed, unbelievers
add wrath to themselves by not praising God for his common grace, while the elect
see increasing favor.14 Nevertheless, there is a subset of Reformed theologians
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(such as Hoeksema and Schilder) who deny common grace altogether, based on
the objection that God cannot show favor to those under his wrath.15 Yet common
grace is inherently social; when God shows favor to unbelievers, he also shows
favor to the elect. Do not the skills given to an unbelieving doctor bless God’s
people who are under the doctor’s care? As Berkhof says, God “could not be
good, kind, or benevolent to the sinner unless He were first of all gracious.”16

Common Grace Curbs the Destructive
Power of Sin
[Adam] Smith’s chief concern was not so much with what man might
occasionally achieve when he was at his best but that he should
have as little opportunity as possible to do harm when he was at his
worst. It would scarcely be too much to claim that the main merit of
the individualism which he and his contemporaries advocated is that
it is a system under which bad men can do least harm. It is a social
system which does not depend for its functioning on our finding good
men for running it, or on all men becoming better than they are now,
but which makes use of men in all their given variety and complexity,
sometimes good and sometimes bad, sometimes intelligent and
more often stupid.17
— F. A. Hayek

The first aspect of common grace is seen in God’s merciful restriction on the
evil that fallen individuals may do. As Kuyper suggests, the restraint of sin’s
destructiveness is the essence of common grace with a foundation of God’s
mercy: “This grace is neither an everlasting grace nor a saving grace, but a temporal grace for the restraint of ruin that lurks within sin.”18 It seems likely that
the restriction of evil is part of God’s beneficence toward “vessels of mercy,” so
that God might make known the riches of his glory (Rom. 9:22–23). As Berkhof
rightly notes, “If God was going to save any people out of the world, it would
be necessary for God to check the evil that men could otherwise do.”19 Kuyper
attributed this understanding of common grace to Calvin20 who describes a grace
that does not purify but rather restrains evil:
But we ought to consider, that, notwithstanding of the corruption of our nature,
there is some room for divine grace, such grace as, without purifying it, may
lay it under internal restraint. For, did the Lord let every mind loose to wanton
in its lusts, doubtless there is not a man who would not show that his nature is
capable of all the crimes with which Paul charges it (Rom. 3 cf., Ps. 14:3).21
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Evil in this world is constrained by virtue of our maintaining some aspects of
being created Imago Dei. Kuyper describes one essence of Imago Dei being true
knowledge, righteousness, and holiness—which we have lost to a large degree
due to the fall—yet common grace ameliorates this loss.22 Hodge further argues
that as God is everywhere regulating the affairs of the world through the laws of
nature, so he is also everywhere present in our minds. The Spirit of Truth influences us in our choices, while we yet maintain free moral agency. In this view,
even unbelievers have the Holy Spirit inclining them to do good and to avoid
evil.23 All people have the gift of conscience, with their consciences bearing
witness to their actions (Rom. 2:14–15). Our conscience, which speaks with an
authority that we know introspectively to be outside our natural fleshly desires,
is therefore a constraint on the evil we would otherwise do.24
Evil is also constrained with institutions that God ordains or providentially
allows. The clearest example is that of the government as the bearer of the sword.
Romans 13:1–7 explicitly describes governing authorities as ministers of God,
to avenge evil and therefore to restrain wickedness. It is important to note that
kings and rulers in authority are God’s ministers to us despite the fact that human
governance is not necessarily God’s perfect will;25 Israel rejected God as their
king and demanded a human king so they could be like the world (1 Sam. 8).
Yet despite Israel’s sin, God calls government his minister, accomplishing his
purposes. Even human-chosen institutions are under God’s sovereign control.
While the institution of government is one instrument of common grace, other
human institutions may be also. Competitive free markets are an emergent order
but are not outside of God’s sovereign will. The institutions of private property
and the rule of law are the essential requirements for competitive free markets,
and the Bible calls for the protection of both. In Rerum Novarum, Pope Leo XIII
ably describes the necessity of private property and rule of law in his condemnation of the alternative to private property, collectivism:
Hence, it is clear that the main tenet of socialism, community of goods, must
be utterly rejected, since it only injures those whom it would seem meant to
benefit, is directly contrary to the natural rights of mankind, and would introduce
confusion and disorder into the commonweal. The first and most fundamental
principle, therefore, if one would undertake to alleviate the condition of the
masses, must be the inviolability of private property.26

As Hayek’s introductory quote suggests, competitive free markets that emerge
out of a classical liberal social order are valued most by their proponents (such as
Adam Smith) for the constraints that they place on fallen humanity. It is precisely
the competition aspect of free markets that is the limiting constraint, as competition
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incentivizes individuals to cooperate with others through effective service. Should
fallen individuals act according to their fleshly nature and seek to exploit other
market participants (from either a buyer or seller’s perspective), there will be
others who will cooperate more effectively and gain the profit, while the fleshly
person will suffer loss. Thus, dishonest and untrustworthy business owners are
punished in a competitive market by customer’s “voting with their feet.”27 When
businessmen are slothful, they find costs exceeding revenue; likewise presentfocused businesswomen find it difficult to make long-term capital investments
that allow them to serve competitively over the long term. Capital tends, therefore,
to flow from those that do not master their fleshly nature to those that do. This
does not necessarily mean that competitive free markets make people better (or
lead to our sanctification). As Berkhof suggests, this aspect of common grace
has God curbing the perverseness of nature without making mankind inwardly
pure.28 Thus, competition curbs predation, but it does not of necessity sanctify.

Common Grace Maintains a Measure
of the Moral Order
The second form of common grace, maintaining some measure of moral order
in a fallen world, is the other side of the coin of restricting the destructiveness
of sin. Not only does God constrain evil in society, but he also preserves some
measure of the good. With the fall, Augustine notes that our will is a slave, and
our free will having been made captive is unable to do anything with regard to
righteousness. Yet with the Spirit’s assistance, we may be obedient, and uphold
morals in society.29 Just as our conscience aids in restraining evil, it also assists
in encouraging positive actions. Most humans are able to periodically deny their
fleshly nature and sacrifice for others; this, too, is God’s common grace. As
Grudem notes, this inward sense of right and wrong will often have unbelievers
choose to behave in a manner consistent with God’s revealed will.30 In part, this
aspect of common grace is supported by God’s sovereign, providential ordering of life. The principle of “reaping and sowing” generally applies in this life,
such that actions consistent with God’s will lead to better results, while those
actions that are against God’s will tend to result in poorer results. Thus, many
unbelievers behave morally, even if they attribute it to good karma rather than to
obedience to God’s will. Grudem argues that this points toward God’s warning
of final judgment; those who are obedient face a positive eternal outcome while
those who are disobedient see the warning of judgment to come.31
Human institutions are also a source of maintaining a measure of the moral
order, both those explicitly ordained by God and those that God providentially
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directs. The institutions of marriage, family, and the church help provide a stabilizing force to prevent societal decay; when these institutions decay, societal
consequences are negative.32 Niall Ferguson outlines similar outcomes when more
general social institutions (government, rule of law, markets, and so on) decay.33
Every piece of legislation has moral underpinnings; therefore, somebody’s values are enshrined in public policy. To the extent that institutions support godly
values, the moral order is preserved.34 To the extent they do not, societies decay.
The institution of competitive free markets helps preserve a measure of the
moral order in a number of ways. First, godly values in commerce are rewarded,
just as we saw earlier that wicked behavior is punished. The virtues of honesty,
hard work, prudent risk taking, future orientation, and so on are all rewarded in
a competitive market setting.35 Note, this does not mean that Christians necessarily do better in business; this is a form of common grace suggesting that those
individuals who act consistently with godly values will, ceteris paribus, have a
higher level of success. Second, morality is necessarily a social question, usually
in how we behave in relation to others but always in our relationship to God.
As individuals pursue their self-interest, gains from trade obviously only occur
with trade; that is, one must cooperate with others, must understand what their
needs are, and must seek to satisfy those needs. Thus, markets are inherently
social as they incentivize cooperation with others and encourage service. The
caricature of rugged individualism is completely misplaced in competitive free
markets because market competition is in essence cooperation with others—a
moral value in itself because cooperation necessarily means considering others
as well as ourselves (Phil. 2:4). Remuneration in competitive markets also supports a moral order because remuneration is by way of a social imputation of
economic value; people are remunerated in proportion to how well others perceive
the value of their service, as expressed by others’ willingness to purchase their
output. This tends to encourage positive actions by market participants acting
in their own self-interest.

Common Grace Distributes Gifts and Talents
in Varying Degrees
Even when God gives great gifts to non-believers, they are, in a more
basic sense, gifts to believers. Gifts of God to unbelievers help to
make the life of believers possible, and in a measure, pleasant. But
this doesn’t detract from the fact that the unbeliever himself is, in a
measure, the recipient of God’s favor.36
— Cornelius Van Til
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That gifts and talents are distributed in varying degrees is self-evident. Some
are endowed with beautiful voices, others might be physically strong, while some
might simply have the gift of a positive attitude. Further, it is known that every
good gift comes from God (James 1:17), and this includes our individual talents
(1 Cor. 4:7), for what do we individually have that we did not receive? These gifts
and talents must be recognized as a blessing from God—they are blessings to
both the recipient and, to the extent that they are used in the world, to everyone
else. Consider Steve Jobs. While not a Christian, he was given incredible gifts,
talents, and insights as to how to serve others. When he died, his reported net
worth was significantly lower than the capital value of Apple Computer (Apple
was capitalized at ~$350 billion in August 2011, whereas Jobs’ net worth at his
death was estimated at ~$6.7 billion).37 The capital value of Apple reflected
the market’s imputation of the present discounted value of future cash flows,
but implicit in that social imputation was an assessment of the ability of Apple
to continue serving customers in the future. Mr. Jobs’ performance at Apple
Computer did serve to enrich him, but his remuneration was small in comparison
to the value he created for the shareholders of Apple. Yet when we think of Mr.
Jobs, as well as the millions of entrepreneurs and entertainers that make effective use of their God-given talents, dare we not praise God for these gifts? Did
not Solomon recognize the skill of the workers in Tyre and Lebanon when he
built the temple, a temple that he dedicated to God in praise—a temple that God
subsequently accepted as his house (2 Chron. 7:16)? As Van Til says, when we
read “profane authors” that yet reflect God’s truth, it should first remind us that
although fallen, the human mind yet is “adorned with gifts from its creator.”38
Grudem similarly argues that when unbelievers have great understanding and
intelligence, the partial truth they have must be seen as a result of God’s grace.39
And with our realization that the Holy Spirit is the only source of truth, we should
be careful not to denigrate the gifts that the Holy Spirit gives.40
Diversity in the individual gifts and talents given to humanity results in a broad
tapestry of God’s design, and consideration of that diversity leads to a realization
that the recipient’s effective use of their God-given talents is a social blessing. As
Kuyper writes, God intended diversity even in the creation of male and female,
so we may draw no other conclusion than that the rich variety among people,
in terms of aptitude and talent, came forth from the creation itself and belongs
to the essence of human nature. If this is so, then it follows automatically that
in relation to the image of God, no single human being bears this feature of
God in its fullness, but that all talent and all genius together comprise the
capacity for incorporating within itself this fullness of the thought of God.41
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Individuals are part of a broader whole, with their contributions building on
others that went before, and consequently providing a foundation for those to
come. Mr. Jobs benefited from innovations that preceded him, and other firms
benefitted in a collaborative fashion with him (such as Microsoft making Maccompatible Office software), and firms in the future will benefit from innovations
made by Apple in the past. Kuyper, anticipating Hayek, applied this insight more
narrowly to science, “science arises from the fruit of the thinking, imagining,
and reflecting of successive generations in the course of centuries, and by means
of the cooperation of everyone. Each person does indeed possess individual
knowledge, that is, the fragmented knowledge that a person acquires … [science]
originates only through the cooperation of many people.”42 F. A. Hayek applied
this concept more broadly, arguing that the most effective economic system would
be the system that could most effectively solve the “problem of the utilization
of knowledge which is not given to anyone in its totality.”43 Both Kuyper and
Hayek view social cooperation as fundamental to progress because each of us
has differing gifts, talents, and knowledge.44 Competitive free markets provide
the social space for these differing gifts and associated knowledge to be shared
because markets are able to incentivize the voluntary sharing of gifts and knowledge. Further, competitive markets do not simply distribute gifts; firms within a
market system develop the gifts that are entrusted to their employees. As Cawley
and Snyder note, “hiring, placing, developing, rewarding and retaining specific
talent is central to [a firm’s] competitive advantage.”45

Common Grace Promotes the Development
of Science and the Arts
Every advancement in human learning, every work of art, and every
scientific discovery is simply God “opening his book of creation and
revealing His truth” to us.46
— Tim Keller

Christian thought on science and the arts can appropriately be summed up in
the apostle Paul’s doxology in Romans 11:36: “For from Him and through Him
and to Him are all things. To Him be the glory forever. Amen.” Christians rightly
suggest that Truth has a name, and his name is Jesus (John 14:6). Thus, Kuyper
would argue that all true science is God’s science, and all true art is God’s art,
as whatever is true must be of God.47 Analogous to Milton Friedman’s quote that
“there is no Austrian economics—only good economics, and bad economics,”48
Kuyper would therefore argue there is no secular science or Christian science;
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there is simply science that is or is not in accord with the truth of God. Not only
does this view suggest that Christian scientists can use secular science (to the
extent that it is consistent with God’s truth), but it provides a strong calling for
scientists: They, like theologians, are studying the divine. 49 As Proverbs 25:2
says, “It is the glory of God to conceal a matter, but the glory of kings is to
search out a matter.”
As human beings “search out a matter,” the discovery process progressively
advances civilization. Kuyper suggests that this is “calculated to make human
life and the life of the whole world pass through a process and develop itself
more fully and richly.”50 Thus, common grace can be seen to not only restrain
evil but also to enable humanity, created Imago Dei, to flourish. Van Til argues
that in restraining our ethical hostility to God, God releases our creatural powers to make contributions to the fields of art and science.51 As these scientific
discoveries occur, they not only progressively enable increased dominion of the
earth, but they testify to the power of common grace. Kuyper points to common grace as first explaining how unbelievers can nonetheless make incredible
contributions to the world through their intellect and insights into the natural
order, and second, explaining how science ameliorates the effects of the fall.52
Likewise, art is an expression of common grace in that fallen humanity can yet
act in creative ways—while the Imago Dei is marred, by God’s grace it is not
completely darkened.53 As Kuyper describes, “the artist has a sharper eye. He
sees what you do not see. He has a more fertile imagination and captures in the
mirror of his imagination things that escape your notice.” Then he continues,
the positive “effect of art occurs independently of the vanity or the self-conceit
of the artist.”54
Competitive free markets act as a similar measure of common grace. The
institution of free markets is often the outlet for scientific and artistic discoveries as the system is not only efficient in information transmission but also in
the rapid delivery of beneficial products and services to those who most highly
value them. Many scientific discoveries and improvements in technology either
directly or indirectly lead to advances in products that consumers demand,
and competitive forces tend to lead to a sharing of the gains of trade.55 Indeed,
firms that do not embrace technological change as fast as others become part of
Schumpeter’s entrepreneurial creative destruction;56 competition forces firms
to pursue technological advantage and to provide increasing quality at cheaper
prices. Note that this is not simply the incentive to “get rich” (although those at
the front of the pack often earn superior profits), but rather the incentive is also
to survive. Market incentives of profit and loss ensure that those who are not
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competitively embracing technological and scientific change that could improve
products for consumers will not survive.
Because the very nature of scientific discovery is uncertain, and transformational technology often comes from outside the firm, competitive free markets
drive entrepreneurial creativity and search for new and better ways to serve customers. Markets create the social space where individual firm success provides not
only direct benefits to the individuals involved in trade but also creates positive
externalities to other firms as they incorporate new knowledge into their own
operations. For just one example, Walmart did not create the computer technology
that enabled “just in time” logistics, but they were pioneers in employing such
technologies to improve their supply chain management.57 In effect, competition forces creativity through an application of Kirznerian entrepreneurship;
entrepreneurs must be “alert” to opportunities to employ new technologies and
embrace science that might improve their operations.58 Driven by competitive
market incentives, Kirznerian alertness echoes Kuyper’s observation above that
the “artist has a sharper eye, to see what we do not see.” Therefore, we often see
pioneering artists remunerated handsomely in the competitive free market due
to their creativity, whether of music from Taylor Swift or films from New Line
Cinema. Nevertheless, just as art cannot be excused from following God’s law,
and disgraces itself by seeking that freedom,59 so, too, competitive activities in
markets must be condemned when the activities defy God’s law (e.g., prostitution).

Common Grace Showers Unmerited Blessings/
Gifts on Men
Moreover, let us not forget that there are most excellent blessings
which the Divine Spirit dispenses to whom he will for the common
benefit of mankind. For if the skill and knowledge required for the
construction of the Tabernacle behaved to be imparted to Bezaleel
and Aholiab, by the Spirit of God (Exod. 31:2; 35:30), it is not strange
that the knowledge of those things which are of the highest excellence
in human life is said to be communicated to us by the Spirit. Nor is
there any ground for asking what concourse the Spirit can have with
the ungodly, who are altogether alienated from God? For what is said
as to the Spirit dwelling in believers only, is to be understood of the
Spirit of holiness by which we are consecrated to God as temples.
Notwithstanding of this, He fills, moves, and invigorates all things by
the virtue of the Spirit, and that according to the peculiar nature which
each class of beings has received by the Law of Creation.60
— John Calvin
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As outlined in the introduction, theologians have long wrestled with not only
why bad things happen to good people but also why bad people have blessings
bestowed on them. Common grace is one explanation for these blessings; it is a
gracious act on the part of God to give unbelievers even their next breath of air.
Why would God extend this blessing? Berkhof suggests, “Perhaps the divine
good pleasure to stay the revelation of His wrath and to endure ‘with much longsuffering vessels of wrath fitted unto destruction,’ offers a sufficient explanation
for the blessing of common grace.”61 Berkhof further argues that while many
theologians would be loathe to say that Christ’s atonement merited blessings for
the impenitent, “in every covenant transaction recorded in Scripture, it appears
that the covenant of grace carries with it not only spiritual but also material
blessings … and those blessings are generally … shared also by unbelievers.”62
Grudem likewise writes that God’s common grace produces food and materials
in great abundance and diversity, even to his enemies.63
It is almost superfluous to write that competition in free markets provides
significantly higher output and product diversity than any other economic system.
As Milton Friedman has said, “The record of history is absolutely crystal clear,
that there is no alternative way so far discovered of improving the lot of the ordinary people that can hold a candle to the productive activities that are unleashed
by the free-enterprise system.”64 The gains from competitive free markets are
only increasing as globalization has expanded the number of people benefitting
from open economies—both in terms of a reduction in poverty as well as global
income inequality.65 If God’s common grace provides the blessings of food in
abundance and diversity, and competition leads to increases in both quantity
and quality of goods and services, then competitive free markets seem to be an
institution of God’s common grace.

Common Grace Leads Men to Glorify God
Indeed, science does not come into existence as if one of the best
architects had prepared a detailed blueprint for the building of this
temple and then the following generations, by mutual agreement,
calmly carried on the work of that original blueprint and so gradually
made the temple rise on high. Instead, the entirety of the temple is
built without a human blueprint and without human agreement.... And
when now across the endless confusion it nevertheless appears that,
in the course of the centuries, a temple is rising out of the apparently
disorderly work that exhibits steady lines, manifests style, and
already has us guessing how the entire building shall be completed,
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then it must be acknowledged and confessed, that all this work has
been imperceptibly led and directed by an Architect and Artist that
nobody sees.66
— Abraham Kuyper

If, as the Westminster Shorter Catechism puts it, the chief end of man is to
glorify God and enjoy him forever, then to the extent that common grace points
all humanity to God, that in itself is a form of common grace. While Berkhof does
not explicitly list this sixth facet of common grace, if we carefully reflect on the
blessings of life, the results of common grace are so obviously beneficial that we
all should have grateful hearts for the unmerited blessings that come our way. I
use should in this section as a normative concept only; the extent to which this
does not occur does not negate the reality that anything that points us to God is
a good thing, even if we willingly “exchanged the truth of God for a lie” (Rom.
1:25). As a traditional doxology puts it, Christians rightfully praise God “from
whom all blessings flow,” yet common grace is a call also to the unbeliever—a
regular hint of the divine. As common grace allows humanity to increasingly
take dominion over the earth, God is glorified.67 For Kuyper, both particular and
common grace can be seen from a doxological context; that is, all things are
done for the glory of God.68 As the providential hand of God is unveiled in history, we should “acknowledge and confess” that this has been “led and directed
by an Architect and Artist that nobody sees.” In Kuyper’s view, as order comes
from what seems to be chaos, we should see the hand of God and give him glory.
In this section’s introductory quote, we could legitimately replace “science”
with “markets” and make the same central point. The emergent order that results
from the social cooperation of self-interested individuals should be seen as if
imperceptibly led and directed by an architect. Secular economists such as
Hayek might shy away from attributing the emergent market order to God, yet
the sovereign God who numbers the hairs on our head surely worketh “all things
after the counsel of His will” (Eph. 1:11). All of the benefits of competitive free
markets mentioned earlier (social cooperation, increased output and variety
of goods, scientific and technological advancement) should (in the normative
sense) lead to increasing praise to God. Further, the increased wealth created by
competitive free markets provides resources that, with wise stewardship, can
lead to increased praise; wealth created by competitive markets can be used to
support churches and missions work such that more people can hear the gospel
and be reconciled to God.
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Conclusion
Like any institution, the market reflects the doings of its participants.
And the doings of its participants reflect the fallen state of man
made manifest in culture. If an institution is founded upon Christian
principles and the Christian view of man … it need not follow that
people acting through such an institution will always behave in a
Christian manner.69
— Michael Novak
But let it be said that in no case can this abuse of freedom be advanced
as proof that art has no right to its independent existence. In our
human life there is nothing, absolutely nothing, that eventually does
not misuse for sinful purposes the freedom it acquires. Observe how
time and again freedom of conscience is abused for blasphemy.70
— Abraham Kuyper

In The Fatal Conceit, Hayek argues that only the market order can fully use
knowledge embedded in many individuals—socialism must, of necessity, aggregate individual knowledge such that the specific “knowledge of time and place”
would be lost. When we apply a biblical understanding of humanity created Imago
Dei, and individually part of the body of Christ, we see that each individual’s
knowledge and actions are necessary for the effective functioning of the social
unit—an idea consistent with Hayek’s view of the utilization of knowledge. Yet
failure of some market participants to behave in socially beneficial ways still
leaves critics condemning unhampered free markets.71
Both supporters and critics of free markets tend to anthropomorphize markets;
they describe markets as moral, immoral, or amoral.72 However, this seems to
be a categorical error; morality can only be ascribed to human actions, decisions, and intentions.73 The root problem is not the morality of institutions that
are instruments of God’s common grace, but the moral choices that individuals
make within an institutional setting. After all, greed did not come about because
of modern capitalism—it is endemic to our fallen nature. As Kuyper argues
regarding the potential evil of money,
it can be turned to the good, or to evil; and the choice between the two depends
only on the disposition of the human heart. Those who bow down to Mammon
use it for corruption; those who bow their knee before Christ as their King can
use it to increase the luster of Christ’s kingship.74
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Likewise, the God-ordained institution of government can be good or bad, but
that is on the basis of individual leaders’ actions and their conformity (or lack
thereof) to God’s standards. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to question whether
institutions are consistent with God’s purposes. As Pope Leo XIII argues in Rerum
Novarum, if an institution is not consistent with God’s will, we have a duty to
change it.75 This goes for any human institution—whether a civil government
or an economic system, it should glorify God. In this article, we reviewed the
theological doctrine of common grace, and found that competitive free markets
are consistent with God’s common grace. While competitive free markets may or
may not be God’s perfect will, they nevertheless serve as an expression of God’s
common grace. If God is giving us a gift of his grace, dare we reject it? Further,
as both Novak and Kuyper’s quotes above suggest, the fact that some individuals
will make poor choices within an institutional setting is not necessarily a reason
to reject the institution itself; otherwise, we would have to reject all institutions.
If this is true, we would be well to heed Calvin’s warning:
But if the Lord has been pleased to assist us by the work and ministry of the
ungodly in physics, dialectic, mathematics, and other similar sciences, let us
avail ourselves of it, lest, by neglecting the gifts of God spontaneously offered
to us, we be justly punished for our sloth.76
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